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【Objectives】
Enhancement of capacity of national and local authority staffs in designing policies
in relation to the implementation of Kyoto Mechanisms

【Outputs】
（１）To deepen the understanding on the influence of greenhouse gas accumulation
on climate change
（２）To deepen the understanding on the Kyoto Protocol and its flexible mechanisms
（３）To deepen the understanding on environmentally friendly technologies, including
for the energy conservation and introduciotn of renewable energies
（４）To deepen the understanding on roles to be played by developing countries in
implementing the CDM
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Target Countries：Countries other than  countries of ANNEX Ⅰof the Kyoto Protocol

【Target Organizations】
Designated National Authorities (DNA) or other
corresponding organizations like National Focal
Points (NFP) and CDM related offices.

【Target Group】
Administration officers who belong DNA or other
corresponding organizations like NFP and CDM
related office.
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Capacity Building for Policy staff regarding Kyoto Mechanism
京都メカニズム担当者養成コース

（１）To take lectures on mechanism of climate change
（２）・ To take lectures on the overview of the UNFCCC and its Kyoto Protocol
・ To take lectures on each of the flexible mechanisms under the Protocol
・ To take lectures given by government staff of experienced host countries (such
as China and India) on details of their work
・ To Take lectures regarding tools to use Kyoto Mechanisms (including feasibility
studies, capacity building, technologytransfer, finance and fund)
（３）・ To take lectures on efforts being made by Japanese industries and citizens
to reduce consumption of energies and resources
・ To visit sites (plants, etc) where efforts for the energy/resource conservation is
actually taking place
（４）・To take lectures on the roles of developing countries in the implementation
of CDM projects
・To learn points of view of the Host Countries
・To learn points of view of the Credit Buyer

In this program, some lectures will
be provided by the lecturers from
India or China to understand the
role of host countries of Kyoto
Mechanism.
The lecture from Credit buyer also
will be provided in the program.
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